CREATE THE ULTIMATE FAN EXPERIENCE
Ross has deep venue experience that can get you where you want to go, providing the specialized technology as well as working with you on the creative content.

Up your creative game
Realize a grander vision, producing for your venue in new and innovative ways that are guaranteed to captivate and inform your audience. Ross gives you access to experts with the know-how to make it all happen.

Go big
The Ross venue solution has the ability to feed infinite canvas sizes across multiple screen formats of various sizes and custom shapes - all pixel perfect.

Dazzle fans, drive revenue
Increase engagement. Increase attendance. Increase sponsorship. Keep your fans eyes on your screens and coming back for more with a top-notch game day production, made easy with a Ross solution.
**DashBoard**
- Unified Venue Control: Video Production, LED Display, and game day elements
- Customizable User Interfaces (unique per operator position / function)
- RossTalk and Native API support protocols to Ross and 3rd party systems

**XPression**
- Single Solution: Insert GFX, LED playback, Clips / Effects, Concourse branding L-Bar, Telestration, Augmented Reality & Unlimited Canvas / resolution support with Tessera XPression 2RU
- Software Defined Production: upgrade from single to 4 channel systems with license
- HDR Capable Canvas / resolution support with Tessera

**Carbonite Mosaic**
- Large Screen Video Image Processor (20,736,000 Pixels)
- Up to 10 discreet canvases
- Low Latency (1 Frame Delay)
- Up to 10 discreet canvases
- 36 inputs x 22 outputs
- 5 layers per canvas
- Internal Media Playback
- RossTalk protocol support

**Acuity**
- Unmatched Devices Control of Ross and 3" parties
- Up to 8.5 ME's. Up to 9 Control Panels
- Input and output HDR conversion
- Quadlink UHD and 12Gbs SDI
- Events IP 10G cards or Raptor based IP Gateway support

**Mira Replay / Tria Production**
- Tri Production Servers
- Lightning fast clip recalls
- Robust hardware
- Multiple Codec support
- Mira Render Servers
- Feature Rich, intuitive operation
- Dual User configurations
- Playback over Network on multiple Mira’s
- 1080P Native | Super Slow mo

**Inception Live**
- Collaborative tool to manage game-day rundowns
- Built-in messaging and alerts
- Engage fans with photos, videos and polls from social media
- Link the publishing of social media content to game events
- Increase and track sponsorship opportunities
- Local and cloud hosted options

---

**Inception Live / Social**
- Increase and track sponsorship opportunities
- Link the publishing of social media content to game events
- Engage fans with photos, videos and polls from social media

**Main Display**
- 5600 x 3400
- 1716w26

**Main Display**
- 1024x1024

**Suites**
- 4192x4096

**Iconic A**
- 50x1750
- 50x2000
- 50x1427
- 1920x1080

**Resolution**
- Note: Resolutions shown are only an example. Not a limitation of the control system or final output that can be done from these Products.